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Exception Handling
try {
  // code that may generate an exception
} catch {
  // exception handling code
}

Local Variables

EBP

EIP

Arguments

Exception Handler

Top of Stack
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SEH Records
Windows actually stores a series of 8 byte 
SEH record structures on the stack

Allows for exceptions chains to be defined

4 bytes point to the next SEH record 

end of exception chain = 0xFFFFFFFF

4 bytes point to exception handler

at end of chain, point to default windows 
exception hanlder
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These SEH records have the C/C++ type EXCEPTION_REGISTRATION_RECORD.



SEH Stack Records

next SEH record
handler1

next SEH record
handler2

next SEH record
handler3

0xFFFFFFFF
default handler

exception_handler1()

exception_handler2()

exception_handler3()

MSVCRT!exhandler

stack top

stack bottom

Stack
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Top of SEH Chain

TEB has a pointer to the top of the SEH 
exception handling chain for the current 
thread

TEB (for the current thread) can be located 
using the contents of the FS register (shifted 
left with a 0 nibble)
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SEH Overflows
We’ve already seen how stack based 
overflows may corrupt the contents of 
memory

eg. EIP and EBP registers

Can also overwrite SEH handler addresses

useful when we need to deal with 
protection mechanisms such as stack 
cookies or need to deal with unicode based 
stack overflows
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SEH Mechanics

Next SEH Record

Exception Handler

Exception Occurs

pop
pop
ret

jmp XX Shellcode

ESP
Trap Frame

12 bytes

Local Variables

EBP

EIP

Arguments

ESP
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All exception handlers (in an exception chain up to and including the handler that will deal 
with the exception) are called twice.
First chance exceptions are used to determine if a handler will handle a particular exception
  -those handlers that don’t wish to handle an exception should return 
EXCEPTION_CONTINUE_SEARCH
  -those handlers that wish to handle an exception should return 
EXCEPTION_EXECUTE_HANDLER.
Second chance exceptions actually allow:
  -handlers that do not wish to handle an exception to cleanup the system before their stack 
frames are deallocated
  -the target exception handler to do their job.
Prior to calling a target exception handler, the trap frame (as a CONTEXT data structure) is 
copied onto the stack.



SEH Exploits
Need to be able to execute our shellcode

trick here is to use DLL code fragments to 
jump into our shellcode

Place shellcode after the SEH handler we 
corrupt

Corrupt SEH handler so that it now points to 
a pop, pop, ret sequence of instructions

Also set next SEH record to be a short 
branch to our shellcode
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With SEH exploits, you should choose an application level DLL (with SafeSEH off!) - the 
address you choose will then have greater stability across a range of different machines.
Idea behind exploits here is to overwrite existing exception handlers with our own handlers 
and then generate a fake exception so that our (fake) exception handler is called.
Need to watch out for the presence of unwanted characters in our DLL addresses!



Exceptions and Registers
Prior to Windows XP SP1, all CPU registers 
were available intact during an exception

this made it very easy to progress an SEH 
exploit

From Windows XP SP2 onwards, all CPU 
registers are zeroed prior to calling an 
exception handler

can’t rely on register contents for locating 
shellcode!
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SafeSEH
Idea is that address of all exception handlers 
should be registered

Before calling a handler, check that address is 
registered

Significantly harder to exploit SEH chains

prior to Vista this is an opt-in option

post-Vista, DOSing the application is still 
possible!
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DLLs may also have the flag IMAGE_DLLCHARACTERISTICS_NO_SEH set. In which case, this 
DLL has no exception handler code - and so is unsuitable for locating pop, pop, ret 
instruction sequences.
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